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CHROM. 5215 

A STUDY 01; VAIIIABLE DIAME-I’133 COLUMNS IN PRIWAI3RTIVIS 
GAS CHROMATOGRAPHY 

‘I‘lie operation of the variable diameter colun~i~s in the preparative gas chrornato- 
graphy 11as been stuclied. It Iias been sl~own tliat such columns are more efficient than 
those of constant diameter. To explain this effect the influence of the carrier gas flow 
rate and pressure upon the HETP and criterion of separation has been studied. 

INTRODUCTION 

In a great number of reportsl-u concerning preparative gas clwomntograpliy, 
attention Ilas been drawn to the increase of the height equivalent per theoretical 
plate (HETP) with an increase of column diameter and esactly tile same unit load 
@.a. the same sample volume per unit of cross-section or per cubic centimetre of 
sorbent) arising from the additional enlargement of the chromatographic band. 
Consequently, finding out nie$3ods for maintaining the efficiency of a separation 
after increasing the column diameters can be considered as one of the main tasks in 
preparative gas cl~romatography. 

In considering this problem, a number of scientists”*‘-10 have made use of 
different reclistril~utors (baffles, rings etc.), which made it possible to recluce the 
espansion of the cliromatograpl~ic bands to some extent and, thereby, to increase 
the efficiency of the preparative columns. *he results, obtained by I’HII~I~lPS1l, Of 
using columns of variable diameters in liquid chromatography, were taken as a basis. 
We decided to esamine tile possibility of using similar columns to increase the ef- 
ficiency of tile separation in preparative gas cliromato~rapl~y. Columns of such a 
type were used by WALICER~~ ancl FRISONIP for micropreparative separations as well 
as for defining mistures. For instance, WALKER used columns of variable dimensions 
ranging from 100 to 600 cm in length and from 0.3 to 0.9 cm in cliaineter. In WAI~ICIrR’s 
work12 attention is drawn to tile great aclvuntage of sucll cc~lun~ns wllen compnrecl 
to columns of constant diameter. 

Nevertheless, VERZIXE~~ after having carried out an e.speriment with a great 
tlumber of columns of variable diameters, achieved no advantage. 
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Up to now there is no common opinion in the literature about the possibility 
of increasing the efficiency of separation by such a method. 

It was aksumed that changes in the diameter of sections along the length of 
a sorbent would naturally cause cllanges in the distribution of the pressure of the 
carrier gas flow along the whole length of the column as well. 

It is lcnown1”-20 that pressure changes in a column greatly affect the efficiency 
of a separation, but data concerning this question are on the whole related to the 
analytical version. That is why FOWLIS et cd17 proposed to work with a higher 
pressure than atmospheric at the inlet of the column. They carried out their esperi- 
ments using an analytical column of 180 cm in length and 0.4 cm in diameter. 

E.XPERIMENTAL 

We studied a series of columns of variable diameters and of approsimately 
the same length (4So-560 cm) containing sorbents of different volumes (1000-2200 

cma). The columns under test were made up from sections 109-120 cm in length and 
0.6, 1.2 or 2.6 cm in diameter. 

The diameters of the sections in the columns decreasecl along the length from 
the inlet to tile outlet. The list of columns of variable diameters, whicll have been 
studied by us is given in Table I. 

SORUENT VOLUME ( 1’, cnln), MEAN CROSS-SECTIONAL AREA (s, CIl12), VOLUME 01’ SAMPLE 13E:ING 

IN’I’RODUCED ( I’, IIll) AND QZJANTITIISS CMARACTERISING TFIIE CI\RRIER GAS l+‘LOW RESISTANCE 

POR COLUMXS OI’ VARIABLE DIAhIRTER 
.--_---- 

Diwiensio~ns of coZtrmns of 
vuvz’able diawder* 
(size ,i.rl ml) 

----.-__--__~ -----..--._----~_.- 

T’ s’ A P 
(WP) 

i 
(cd) 

500 x I.2 550 1.13 0.08 0.74 I .oG 0.6.1 

4.80 x 2.0 2170 5.31 o-3 I.57 0.55 
(120 x 2.6) -/- (.po x 1.2) 

oa77-1 
990 2.09 0.13 L&.6” I.26 

(L&O x 2.0) _1- (300 x 1.2) 
o*sg 

1530 2.gg 0.17 3.68 
(300 

1.13 cJ.G.2 

x 2.6) + (200 x 1.2) lS50 3.82 0.22 3.05 I.IO 0.62 
(360 x 2-G) -/- (200 x o.G) IGSO 3.51 0.20 3.99 I.83 
(240 x 2.6) -1_ (300 x o.G) 

0..(9 

1290 2.52 0.14 5.29 2.12 0~45 

All the esperimental data were obtained using a PACh V-04 preparative gas 
cllromatograph constructecl with a detector of the katharometer type for obtaining 
data on thermal conductivity. In all cases the temperature of thermostatic control 
was kept at 64”. 

The columns were filled with T%I< adsorbent (diatomite from the Zikeevskii 
Quarry) treated with a 2% solution of sodium carbonate and modified with 5 “/o of 
licluid parnfhn, the particle size of the sorbent being 0.2-0.4 mm. Hydrogen was used 
as carrier gas, A light distillate of straight-run gasoline of constant composition, 
receivccl from the Novo-Gorkovskii refinery, was used as the test mixture. All the 
characteristics of separation were related to the peaks of 92-pentane and isopentane 
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and the same specific volume of the sainple related to 1 cn~:~ of sorbent (Table 1) 
was used in eacll case. The volun~e velocity of the carrier gas was ineasured at the 
column outlet wit11 a flowmeter. 

In order to compare columns of variable diameter, tlie clepenclencc of tile height 
equivalent per tlieoretical plate (I-IlXP or H cm) and resolution value (I<(;‘, 25 0.s 12) 
on the mean linear velocity of tile carrier gas flow have been stucliecl. 

The values unclcr consideration were calculated according to well-knmvn 
formulae. 

In order to calculate the mean linear velocity of the carrier gas flow, the mean 
cross-sectional area of colutnns of variable clian~elxr 1 iave been calculatecl uccorcling 
to the following formula : 

whcrc .!!I - tile cross-scctibnal arex ancl L; = tile length of every section. 
Tlie mean linear flow velocity at the outlet of t-lie colunin was calculated ac- 

cording to the formula: 

6, - 71,/S (4 

where do = tlie niean linear flotv velocity ; nncl ‘ijO = tllc measured volume velocity* 
of the flow. 

At tile outset of our csaii~iiintion of colun~ns of variable cliameter, we expected 
a better efficiency on sucll columns as coimlxuxd wit11 tli e coluinns having just tllc 
same clinnietcr as has been stated alwve, but tlic esperiinentd cl;ita did corrolmxtc 
this supposition. 

Unespecteclly, after having xliievecl tlie velocity corresponcling to tile niini- 
mum of the function N (a,), when using cc-)luinns of varinl>le cliaiiieters (see tlic plots), 
any subsequent increase iii velocity at the outlet clicl not give an; increase in tile 
efficiency, ,i.c. tliere was ;I plateau of function 11 (GO), where the efficiency did not 
depend on the f-low velocity, inoreover, the minimum of the curve I-I (GO) sliiftecl to 
the region of large velocities. A similar plateau of velocities for tlic function I-I (c&J 
has not been ol~scrvecl in tllis region of velocities (I;ig. Ia) for coluiiins of constant: 
cliamcter. 

This l~lmionieiion is of great value in that it allows one, wliilc not clwrcming 
the efficiency of prepnrative cliromatogr~~pliic colun~ns, to wxli lvitli large vclwi~ics, 
ancl thus to iiicrcnsc tlic productivity of suc:li a coluinii by cliniinislliiig tile time ol- 
separation. 

If we consiclcr tile van Ihcmtcr cquatioii \vitll tlic correction for tlic 1xc~ssulT 
clrop in tlic colun~ii : 

I-r = .4 -I- I3 ‘/a -1... cja (3) 

then tlic lxesencc of plateau velocities for tlie functioii I-I (a,) inay lx esplainecl l)!y 
a clecrense iii tlie Cj term iii tlie above equation correslmnclii~g to a, decrease in the 
i correction which, as can lx seen from Table I, is smaller for columns of variable 
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Fig. I, Dcpc~~clc~~cc of (n) height (N) cquivalcnt per thcorctical plntc and (b) resolution vnluc 
(I<,) on Incan linear wlocity (&) of the cnrrict gas flow for colunins of \*nriablc clianictcr with 
;L constant ratio of the cliatnctcrs of the sections. Columns 4x2s in cm : T == (z.+o x 2.6) -t_ (300 :,: 
I .2) ; 2 = (120 x 2.0) -t_ (400 x 1.2); 3 - (300 x 2.G) -I- (200 x 1.2); <+ = (&so x 2.6); J == 

(500 x I.?). 

diameters than for columns of constant diameters. As the James-Martin correction 
for compressibility only accounts for the final pressure, it would be of great interest 
to consider the value of local velocity and local pressure along the length of a column 
of variable diameter. I<EULEMANS~~ gives a formula whereby it is possible to calculate 
pressure at any point of a column of constant diameter: 

Pm2 = Pi2 - S/L (Pi2 - I”,“) (4) 

where P5 = the pressure at any point; S = the distance from the beginning of the 
column to the point under i3onsideration; L = the total column length ; and P.I and 
p* = the pressure at the inlet and outlet, respectively. 

13ut this formula cannot be used for columns of variable diameters. 
Using DARSI’S~~ equation : 

V 
KS ClP =--.- 
v CL.. 

(5) 
. . . 

we have derived a formula from which the pressure can be calculated for the junction 
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point of the sections and then at any point in such a colun~n : 

PC2 = 

pi2 * $_!_ + I-‘,” . + 

s1 s 
2 

_I___ 

-i-“+?- '1 2 

6) 

wliere P, = the pressure at tile junction of the two columns; P.I and P, = the pressure 

at the inlet and outlet of columns of various diameters, and S, ; I,; S,; I, = tllc 
respective cross-sectional areas and lengths of the first and the second sections. 

For calculating local velocities (11~) of the carrier gas flow at any point in a 
c.x&.mm of various chneters ~1. ~~11 known correlation has Ixxn used: 

a,V,S, = aoYoSo (7) 

‘l’lle ahxntion of local pressures and local vclocitier; at different points in 

9 
2.4 

6.0 - 

0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 
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columns of constant and variable diameters, which have been calculated according 
to the above formulas (4), (6) and (7), are shown in Figs. za an’d b. 

Such alterations in local pressures and velocities have been obtained for all 
the columns considered. 

Let us consider the comparison of the efficiency and the resolution value for 
columns of variable diameter and for columns of constant diameter. 

Figs. Ia and b show correlations for the efficiency and the resolution value 
which are the functions of the mean linear flow velocity of the carrier gas for columns 
of variable diameters, where the ratio of the lengths of the sections as well as the 
total sorbent volume are altered while the ratio of their diameters is maintained 
constant. Fig. Ia shows that the function II (&,), for columns of variable diameter, 
has a plateau of velocities where the efficiency does not clepend upon the velocity 
and is the same in this region for all the columns under consideration, whereas the 
resolution value decreases with the decrease in diameter at the end of the first section 
length (Fig. Ib). 

The results given above have been fully corroborated when a series of columns 
of various diameters but having a different ratio of section diameters (n, = 2.6 cm 
and dk = o.G cm) was studied. 

In addition, a series of columns of variable diameter, where the total length 
of the becl and the ratio of the section lengths have been constant, but where the 
ratio of their diameters and the total volume of sorbent have been altered, have been 
considered. The efficiency of such variable diameter columns was found to be the 

H (cm) 

0.2J I I I 1 L.- 0 1.0 2.0 3.0 4.0 5.0 6.0 7.0 8, cm/set 

q.207 d, cm/see 
1.0 2.0 3.0 4.0 5.0 6.0 7.0, 

Fig. 3. lhpct~clc~~cc of (a) height (N) cquivnlctit per thcorcticnl plate nncl (11) resolution valtic 
(ICI) on mcnn lillCi~l* velocity (5,) 01’ the cilrricr gas flow for variable cliamctcr columns having 
cliffcrcnt ratios of section diamctcr. Sizes of columt~s in cm : I = (q.80 x 2.0); 2 = (360 x 2.6) -j- 

(200 x x.2); 3 = (360’ x 2.6) _1- (200 x 0.6). 
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b/km) 

4 
0.4 1 , L I I 1 , I 

0 I,0 2.0 3.0 4.0 5.0 6.0 7.0 
cm/set 

K1 1.8- b 

0.8 k I I I I n-L_ 
0 1.0 .2.0 3.0 4.0 5.0 6.0 7.0 Go cm/see 

I’ig. _I. l.>cpcficlcncc of (n) height (H) cquivnlcnt per tlicorotical phtc atIc\ (1,) resolution Villll~! 

(A’J on mc;m linear velocity (rl,,) of the cnrricr gas flow for variable cliatncztcr colu~nns the sections 
king aclclctl in dilYcrcnt orders in tlic chromuto~rnphic sclicmc. Sizes of columns in cni : r = 
(500 x 2.0); 3, - (Lf.80 x ?.G) ; 3 = (fO0 x 1 .2) -t- (I20 x 2.0); -1_ --: (I20 x 2-G) -t_ (dpo x I.%). 

same for all columns (ITig. 3a), but tllc resolution value clecrcascs with tlie decrease 
of the diameter of the final section (I;&. 31~). 

Finnlly, columns of variabk diameter having section lengths and diameters 
with the same ratio but only differing by the order in which the sections are intro- 
cluced into the gas scheme of the chromatograph have been considered. Prom Figs. 4a 
and b it cczn be seen that there is a plateau of velocities for the function I2 (a,), 
where the efficiency does not depend upon the velocity, in both cases. Moreover, 
such a column is more efficient when the diameters of the sections decrease from the 
inlet to tlie,outlet, Such ;I column also lias 8 larger resolution value (ICg. &). 

With regard to the plots of local pressure and velocity for all the columns of 
variable diameter (Figs. za and b) it may be assumed that formation of a plateau 
of velocities for the function N (a,), where the efficiency does not depend on the flow 
velocity of the carrier gas at the outlet of the column, is due to the sharp alteration 
in pressure at the junction of the sections created by the nlteration of their diameters 
at these points. l~urthcrniore, the larger the segment of tile column, where the local 
velocity is left constant, the larger its efficiency and the resolution value. 

When the ratio of the section lengths is the same, the ratio of their diameters 
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only affects the resolution 
(Figs. 3a and b). 

In order to confirm previously quoted assumptions concerning the effect of 
pressure. on the action of variable diameter columns additional experiments were 
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value and has no effect on the efficiency of the columns 

carried out by introducing a gas resistor- a thin adjustable valve (throttle) at the 
outlet of the column. 

To avoid the effect of the pressure drop along the column, an experiment was 
c:arried out on a short 120 cm x 2.6 cm column. Plots of efficiency against linear 
velocity of the carrier gas flow were obtained, The velocity was measured at atmo- 
spheric pressure after the throttle. The following columns were studied: (I) without 
the throttle; (2) with the throttle having a constant setting for the resistor: (3) with 
constant pressure at the outlet of the column. 

On comparing the experimental data obtained, given in Figs. ga and b, it may 
be seen that columns working under additional pressure at the outlet, are more 

H(cm) 

1 
H km) 

0.6 - 

e 2 

0.2 0 1.0 2.0 3.0 4.0a20 1.0 2.0 3.0 p-0 
a0 cm Jsec 

Icig. 5, Dcpcridc~~cc of height (N) cqnivnlcnt per thcorctical plntc upon li1lciW velocity of carrier 
&?ji\S flow (an) for COlUlllllS Of COllStallt clin111etcr (120 X 2.G cm) : (a) I == without throttle; 2 = 
with throttle; (b) with constant lxcssurc at the outlet: I = r.5 ntm; 2 = I.75 ntm; 3 -- 2.75 atIll; 
4 = 2.25 Ll.tlll; 5 = 2.5 iltIl1. 

ef-ficient than columns working at atmospheric pressure. Furtl.iermore, there is an 
optimum outlet pressure at which the column has its greatest efficiency. The pressure 
in this case is 1~5 kg/cm2 higher than atmospheric (see Fig. gb curve 5), 

The results obtained on the 120 cm x 2.G cm column were fully corroborated on 
the longer 480 cm x 2.6 cm columns. l?rom Figs. Ga and b it may 1~ seen that the 
column outlet pressure affects the efficiency as well as the resolution value of the 
given mixture. 
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Hkm) 

O.&j- 

, 
0.7 - 

0.6- , 

b 
a, cm/set 

ix, cm/set 

Fig. G. Dcpci~clcncc of (a) height (1-I) ccl ui\*nlcnt pr thcorcticxll pl;Ltc ant1 (II) rcsolutiol~ vziluc 
(KJ 011 lincnr velocity ofthc carrier gas flow (u(,) for columns of constant clixmctcr (-(So X 2.6 cm) : 
T -= without throttle; 2 == with throttle set at i1 constant rcsistancc; 3 = with constant prcssurc 
at t11c out1ct. 

CONCLUSIONS 

I. A study of the effect of tlm carrier gas flow velocity and pressure upon the 
efficiency of columns of variable dian~eters 1;~s heen carriecl out. 

2. It was sl~own that when colun~ns of varial~le cliameter, as distinct from 
orclinary ones, are used the plot of the function H (Co) after reaching the nGlirnum 
value for H value hardly changes on subsequent increase of tile flow velocity (&), 
in the region of velocities esamined. 

3. Tl1e distribution of local pressure and velocity along a colurnti of variable 
diameter has been studied and a formula for calculating pressure at the junction of 
two sections has been derived. 

4. It was shown that columns of large diameter acting at a higher outlet 
pressure than atmospheric are more efficient than similar colutnns working at ntmo- 
spheric pressure. Moreover, there is an ol~tiniuni value for the outlet pressure at 
which tlie efficiency of columns with a tlirottle is greatest. 
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